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African Parks takes on the total responsibility for the rehabilitation and long-term management

of national parks in partnership with governments and local communities. The Theory of

Change (please see diagram) shows how African Parks achieves impact through its five pillars:

Management & Infrastructure – Law Enforcement – Biodiversity Conservation – Community

Development – Tourism & Enterprise.

While securing vast landscapes and carrying out all activities needed to restore the parks and

their wildlife, we keep a strong focus on economic development and poverty alleviation of the

surrounding communities to ensure that each park becomes ecologically, socially, and

financially sustainable for the long term. These three forms of protected area sustainability align

with the People’s Postcode Lottery’s three forms of enabled impact – Environmental; Social;

Economic – and are used to illustrate the impact achieved in the restoration of Liwonde &

Nkhotakota throughout this report.

Introduction

In 2018, African Parks received a Regular Award of £600,000, an Extra Award of £100,000 and a £250,000 Leadership Award

from the People’s Postcode Lottery/Postcode Planet Trust, bringing the total amount received since 2015 up to £2,3 million. Most

of this funding has been used towards the restoration of Liwonde National Park and Nkhotakota Wildlife Reserve in Malawi, that

both came under our management in 2015. The 2018 Regular Award went 50-50 to Liwonde and Nkhotakota; the unrestricted

funding was applied to our activities at Chinko Reserve in CAR.

This impact report will highlight the impact of our work in Malawi in 2018. 2018 statistics will mainly be compared to 2016, as this

was our first full year of managing both parks, providing valid figures for comparison. Although it is still ‘work in progress’, both

parks have gone through enormous changes since 2015. In 2015, Liwonde saw rampant human wildlife conflict and snare traps

outnumber animals, while Nkhotakota had been poached almost completely empty over the years. The progress illustrated

throughout this report would not have been possible without the support of the players of People’s Postcode Lottery, to whom we

are extremely grateful. Thank you!

African Parks as a whole has gone through unparalleled growth at the same time. We almost doubled the area of wild landscapes

under our protection since 2015, when Liwonde and Nkhotakota brought the number of parks under our protection to 10,

covering 6 million hectares. As shown in Annex 1, we now have 15 parks under management in nine countries. More than 10.5

million hectares are protected by our 1,000 rangers, the largest ranger force in Africa. Our goal is to manage 20 parks by 2020,

which will be the most ecologically diverse portfolio of parks under management by any one organisation across Africa.

The African Parks Theory of  Change



The status of  Liwonde & Nkhotakota

Nkhotakota was once Malawi’s largest and most ecologically rich wildlife reserve. Ill-

protected, situated in one of the poorest regions of Malawi and with little incentives

for the communities to preserve the park, its 1,500-strong elephant population was

poached to where less than 100 remained. Although the habitat largely remained

intact, its woodlands had little wildlife, few rangers and only a handful of tourists.

Nkhotakota provided a solution for an overabundance of elephants at Liwonde and

Majete (the latter being under African Parks management since 2003). After creating a

high-protection fenced sanctuary in the southern half of the reserve, 520 elephants

and 1,500 game animals were introduced from Majete and Liwonde to Nkhotakota in

2016-2017.

Key priority has been to ensure the safety of the newly introduced animals. To do so,

law enforcement and infrastructure previously close to non-existent is still being

expanded. Although there is still some subsistence-motivated poaching left to tackle

for Nkhotakota, animal numbers across the board are increasing for the first time in

decades. The park is investing heavily into bringing the communities onboard for

conservation, e.g. through the construction of a visitor/environmental education

center. As with Liwonde, elephant break-outs, which peak when community crops

mature, are in need of a sustainable solution in Nkotakota.

Liwonde’s lush vegetation and abundant water supplies make for a park capable of

supporting significant wildlife populations. However, it is also situated in a densely

populated area. When African Parks assumed management in 2015, human-elephant

conflict was rampant, the perimeter fence had fallen to a state of disrepair and

poaching using snare traps was out of control. Big predators had been wiped out and

herbivores, with among them the critically endangered black rhino, were in decline.

Three years down the line, African Parks has put up a new perimeter fence,

translocated 350 elephants and 700 other game to Nkhotakota and reformed its law

enforcement force who removed over 36,000 wire snares from the park. With security

returning, Liwonde has commenced the restoration of its population of iconic big cats:

cheetahs, lions and soon leopards. Tourism numbers are up, and with it the revenues

of the park, of which is part is reinvested into the communities, e.g. into education of

over 5,000 children.

Although Liwonde continues to modernize its law enforcement, scale community

benefits and increase tourism visibility, the key management challenge is addressing the

vast number of elephant break outs, with 881 incidents in 2018. Mitigation of human-

wildlife conflict is the critical hurdle to take for sustainable conservation of the park,

together with remnant poaching that has shifted to fish and small game.



Environmental Impact 

In recognition of conservation success, Mangochi Forest 

Reserve (37,500 ha), an important forest habitat north of 

Liwonde, has been included into the AP mandate.

2018 marked the first 1,5 year in decades without a single 

elephant or rhino lost to poachers. The first 1,5 years in 2015 

- 2016 saw 27 poached. Poaching of smaller game reduced by 

60% since 2016 to 45 animals. Poaching detection rate 

improved and is expected to affect 2019 poaching figures.

Despite Liwonde restocking Nkhotakota with 1,100 animals 

over the years, surveys indicate a wildlife population growth 

in 4 years of 60% from 10,000 (2014) to 16,000 (2018).

Monitoring: a newly installed LoRa network

using sensors greatly improves the

monitoring capabilities of animals and assets

by allowing real-time tracking. 26 (2 in 2015)

animals are tracked.

Elephant break-outs: Trials with

break-out alarm boxes and elephant

proximity alerts are used to mitigate

the elephant break-outs along the 140

km perimeter fence, 881 in 2018.

Law Enforcement: an

average of 20 rangers are 

active in the field at any

time, up from 8 (+150%) in 

2015, when APN started.

Snaring: since 2015, rangers

have removed 36,200 snares

from Liwonde with a record 

low of 5,000 in 2018, while

patrol effort increased 28%

Combatting illegal fishing: a fishery

survey shows increased fish stocks 

important to communities in the Shire

river and Lake Malombe. 206 illegal

fishing boats were confiscated. 

Animal reintroductions: 9 lions in 2 prides. 

The rhino population grew from 9 to 10. 

The reintroduced cheetah population (7 in 

2017) is now at 12 – one cheetah and 3 cubs

were tragically lost to a snare.

!
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3,735
people from the 

community visited 

the park as part of  

its environmental 

education program

Engagement

Education

Enterprise

Plus

5,823
children benefitted 

from support to 8 

schools such as 

infrastructural 

development or 

learning materials. 71 

scholarships provided 

492
community members 

capacitated for 

enterprises such as 

beekeeping or 

moringa farming 9,000
community members 

will benefit from a 

partnership with 

Americares 

supporting 2 health 

clinics

Liwonde
Social Impact 

Case study: Namalasa Primary School 

The districts in which Liwonde is situated are among the most densely

populated, illiterate and poorly educated in Malawi. If these people are to

build a livelihood beyond subsistence farming and natural resource

utilization, proper education is required. African Parks built 4 classrooms

and equipped them with learning materials. 100 desks were provided in the

newly built classrooms at Namalasa Primary School, where a ‘Happy

Readers’ project is being implemented to work on literacy levels at an early

age.

Group Village Headman Mulipa – “The coming in of African Parks has

been a blessing. If all other NGOs and projects that have come and gone

were doing like African Parks, my area would not be one that receives

ridicule of the demeaning term “illiterate people”. I am happy that African

Parks has come to redeem our people, and we will be behind you

supporting your cause of wildlife protection. African Parks reminds me of

the saying “Mlendo wabwino ndi uyo abwera ndi kalumo kakuthwa” –

meaning – A good visitor is she who comes with a sharp knife.”



19,837
tourists visited Liwonde in 

2018, up 52,6% from 13,000 

in 2016.

Daily
lion sightings were reported by 

tourists during the dry season from July 

to October.

$404,496
in tourism revenue generated 

by Liwonde in 2018. This 

represents a 77% increase from 

$228,601 in 2016.

Liwonde 

HQ

Rhino 

sanctuary

Main 

entrance gate

Mvuu

Lodge

Chinguni floodplains –

Lion pride B territory

3 self-drive 

accommodations

Kuthengo

Camp

Chipanda -

Lion pride 

A territory

Economic Impact 

596
jobs provided by Liwonde, of which 

196 full-time, 250 part-time and 150 

through tourism. Liwonde paid 

$634,424 in salaries.

+10
luxury tourism beds available 

in Liwonde through the 

opening of a new 5* lodge, 

bring the total to 140.

492
community members benefitted from 

enterprise development projects such 

as training for beekeepers, seedlings for 

moringa farmers, community guide 

training and goat farming. Female 

participation was 59%.

$27,100 was invested into the projects. 

First revenues are being generated for 

the communities, but still at inception 

phase.

Mvera

village



Environmental Impact 

Nkhotakota was home to 1,500 elephants in the 1990’s. 

Poaching depleted the park to less than 100 in 2015. African 

Parks reintroduced 520 elephants to Nkhotakota in 2016 and 

2017, after which 6 were poached. Only 1 was lost in 2018.

For the first time in decades, natural growth rates of 

wildlife in Nkhotakota exceed poaching levels. 1-3 calves 

or foals have frequently been seen in breeding herds of 

elephant, buffalo, eland, sable and zebra.

349 snares were removed and 8 firearms confiscated. This 

represents a 70% reduction in snaring and 90% in 

firearms activity compared to 2016. Numbers are stable 

compared to 2017 however & 17 animals were still poached.

Monitoring: the Domain Awareness System

was installed, helping to track elephants

though 57 elephant collars and identify key

elephant habitat and break-out zones

Infrastructure: 106 km of roads were

built/graded to improve tourist and

ranger mobility. The 178 km sanctuary

fence was given maintenance

Law Enforcement: 2 ranger

camps completed in the

inaccessible southeast, key to

mitigate elephant threats & 

break-outs

Patrol capacity: 48 rangers

completed 4,001 patrol days, 

a 30% increase from 2016 

but a decrease from 2017 due

to trainings completed

Understanding the ecosystem: A 

multispecies monitoring program has 

commenced to fill the gap in reliable

data on key wildlife population

estimates, composition and behaviour

Elephant management: the peak of 177 

elephant break-outs was from March-May, 

when crops mature. All incidents were

responded to within 24 hours, and

communities in high-risk zones were provided

with mitigative tools such as firecrackers

!



Social  Impact

9,433
community members 

reached in 83 meetings 

on poaching, human-

wildlife conflict and 

alternative livelihoods 

with positive response.

Engagement

Education

Enterprise

Plus

156
orphaned and 

vulnerable children 

provided with a 

scholarship and living 

expenses. 91 schools 

with 27,300 students 

supported and 

provided with 10,000 

seedlings to plant. 

597
community members 

enrolled in 34 

beekeeping, mushroom 

or moringa clubs. 

Generated an initial 

$5,000 in revenues.
20,000
people benefit from 

support to 10 mobile 

clinics with family 

planning supported 

by the District 

Government hospital

Nkhotakota
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Case Study: Environmental Education Center

Over 107,000 people live in the direct vicinity of the Reserve boundary. The

people here are among the poorest in Malawi and a lack of livelihood

alternatives contributed to the poaching and other forms of depleting natural

resources. In addition to creating a conservation-led economy with alternative

livelihood opportunities, it is paramount the population understands and

values the importance of conservation.

In 2018, African Parks finalized construction of its Environmental Education

Center. Local children are hosted here on multi-day education programs in

which they get to experience the park and learn about conservation. The solar-

powered center is equipped with a restaurant, auditorium for presentations, an

information room, learning materials and a museum-style artefact exhibit.

The first 450 visiting students and tourists have provided ample anecdotal

evidence that the center forms a long-term asset for building community

support for conservation among Nkhotakota’s future generations. Together

with school outreach programs, wildlife clubs and community awareness

meetings, Nkhotakota now has a comprehensive tool set to reach its local

youth and effectively convince them to help protect this great natural resource

of Malawi.



Economic  Impact

Tongole

Lodge

Bua River 

Lodge

Chipata 

Mountain

Nkhotakota 

HQ

Entrance 

gate

Entrance 

gate

Community 

Pottery

Nkhotakota Northern 

section - unfenced

1,019
tourists visited Nkhotakota in 

2018. This is a limited increase 

of 8,6% compared to 2016, 

when 938 tourists visited. In 

2014 and 2015, around 400 

tourists visited annually. 

Tourism was boosted by the 

2016 elephant translocation.

1 - 3
calves in each of the 

thriving elephant herds are 

frequently seen by visitors 

and rangers.

$12,445
in tourism revenue

generated by Nkhotakota in 

2018. This represents a 17% 

increase from $10,596 in 2016. 

328
jobs provided by 

Nkhotakota, of which 117 

full-time, 164 part-time and 

47 through tourism. 

Nkhotakota paid $534,468 

in salaries.

597
community members 

capacitated in beekeeping, 

mushroom harvesting and 

moringa production; $18,214 

invested. Current community 

income of $5000 expected to

multiply dramatically going 

forward. 

Environmental 

Education Center



Concluding 2018 for Liwonde National Park

2018 was a year for the books in Liwonde. It was officially restored to a ‘Big Five’ park with the

reintroduction of lions. The readiness of the park for this next step was illustrated by the fact that 2018 has

been the first year in decades in which neither a rhino nor an elephant was poached. In only 4 years its wildlife

population has grown from 10,000 to 16,000, a remarkable 60% increase. Although the park’s 10 black rhino

are not easily spotted, the iconic cheetah, lion and elephant are reliably seen by visitors, and tourism is steadily

rising as a result. In 2019, tourism revenue is expected to be double the 2016 level ($228,601). As a result of its

successes, African Parks was granted management of the Mangochi Forest Reserve, an important habitat

adjacent to Liwonde at its northern border. It will be included in its fencing and strategies in 2019, when

leopard and additional black rhino will likely be introduced as well.

Although significant progress has been made, Liwonde surely is not out of its development stage. We still

found 5,000 snares in 2018, killing 45 animals with among them a cheetah and her 3 cubs, while over 36,000

wire snares were already removed since 2015. With almost 900 elephant break-outs necessitating an

intervention from park rangers to chase them back, often by helicopter, the park is drastically in need of a

sustainable solution. The elephant population is still over the park’s carrying capacity and in need of another

translocation in 2019. A set of technological tools is being tested to help mitigate conflict in the mean time,

with among them real-time elephant and fence voltage tracking on the LoRa network, break-out alarm boxes

and fence proximity sensors. 200 elephants will likely be translocated to another National Park in Malawi.

Concluding 2018 for Nkhotakota Wildlife Reserve

When African Parks started managing Nkhotakota in 2015, the park was not only devoid of wildlife, but also

lacked the necessary infrastructure, security presence, tourism and community involvement needed to achieve

protected area sustainability. We have since made important strides. The ‘founder population’ of wildlife

reintroduced between 2016 and 2017 is growing steadily, with many young ones among the population. A

multispecies monitoring program has been initiated to reliably study population growth, the behavior of the

animals and the capacity of the reserve.

Another management need addressed in 2018 was the establishment of a ranger camp in the south of the

Reserve, which has high animal densities but inaccessible terrain. This will help bring poaching further under

control, which was at 17 animals including 1 elephant in 2018. Aside from security, community engagement

remains a priority for 2019, with the extension teams continuing to do outreach meetings in the communities.

The newly built Environmental Education Center will help us in various ways, as a visitor reception area, for

awareness meetings and environmental education.

We sincerely thank the players of People’s Postcode Lottery, as well as the team and the Trustees of

Postcode Planet Trust for their support to African Parks, and especially to Liwonde National Park

and Nkhotakota Wildlife Reserve. The impact highlighted in this report would not have been

possible without you. Our sincere gratitude!



Annex 1. African Parks Footprint

• 15 parks, 9 countries 

• 10.5M hectares under protection

• 2018 Budget: $52M

• 2000 staff  in the field; 1000 rangers

• 2020 Goal: 20 parks across key biomes


